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Let spring begin:  

Saturn to offer free delivery of new purchases for a 

whole week  

 

Ingolstadt, 01.04.2016: Whether it’s a refrigerator for cool summer 

drinks or an LED TV to help you warm up for the European soccer 

championship, the start of the warmer season arouses our 

interest in buying new products. Saturn will be helping its 

customers meet their technology needs by offering a special 

campaign this spring: the electronics retailer will deliver products 

purchased between April 3 – 10, 2016, free of charge. 

 

Technology fans, culinary professionals and gamers will find a lot of 

new products at Saturn, with which they can enhance their current 

hardware. For a whole week, from April 3 – 10, Saturn will even deliver 

new purchases to customers’ homes free of charge. The offer is valid 

for all products on sale at its stores and Saturn’s Online Shop. Saturn 

technicians will even install TVs and large appliances when asked and 

will take the packaging with them. With online orders, Saturn will deliver 

free of charge to the desired address in Germany, products purchased 

at the store will be delivered on the desired date within the respective 

delivery area.  

 

In other words, nothing more stands in the way of getting new 

technology. In fact, the Saturn experts will even provide professional 

instructions on how to use more sophisticated TVs and appliances. 

This means customers will be able to start using their new products 

immediately and toss their first load of sports clothing into their new 

washing machine, for example. 
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Contact: 

 

Saturn 

Corporate Communications 

Annabell Feith 

Wankelstraße 5 

D-85046 Ingolstadt 

Tel.: +49 (841) 634-1111 

Fax: +49 (841) 634-2478 

 

Email: presse@saturn.de 

More convenient enjoyment of technology with free delivery  

Saturn customers can also enjoy doing carefree shopping without 

having to carry things home for the rest of the year. Products will then 

be delivered, professionally installed and assembled by Saturn 

technicians at low fixed prices. With that, wishes can always be 

conveniently met at Saturn – regardless of the occasion or time of year. 

 

About Saturn 

Saturn stands for enthusiasm for technology and technical expertise. Founded in 1961, 

Saturn is now an independent sales brand under the roof of Media-Saturn-Holding 

GmbH, Europe’s leading consumer electronics retailer. Saturn has 155 stores and 

employs around 9,000 people in Germany. Altogether, there are 199 Saturn stores in 

four European countries. Saturn stores are known for their attractive location, their 

comprehensive range of up to 100,000 electronic products, extensive sales areas, 

expert advice, comprehensive service and consistently low prices. Two Saturn 

Connect stores that present digital lifestyle products and services in prime downtown 

locations in Germany also opened in Trier and Cologne in October 2015. Saturn 

complements its stationary business in Germany with its online shop www.saturn.de. 

As part of this multi-channel strategy, Saturn customers benefit from the advantages 

of online shopping, as well as the personal advice and services that the local stores 

offer. 

 

http://www.saturn.de/

